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Light Absorption by Flare-Generated Black Carbon: 

Measurement of Mass Absorption Cross-Section

Black Carbon (BC) Particulate

▪ Component of combustion-generated 

particulate matter (PM2.5)

▪ Atmospheric BC strongly absorbs visible 

light affecting climate

▪ Enhanced effect on Arctic climate through the 

reduction of snow and ice albedo

Scanning electron 

micrograph of a BC 

aggregate

Example reduction in ground 

albedo through the deposition 

of particulate matter1

Climate Forcing by BC

▪ Direct radiative forcing by atmospheric BC 

scales linearly with its mass-normalized 

absorption cross-section (MAC):

𝑀𝐴𝐶𝐵𝐶,𝜆 =
𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑚2

𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑔

▪ BC MAC is a function of the wavelength (𝜆), or 

colour, of incident light

Highly BC-emitting flares observed in Mexico4

For a given mass of BC, 

efficiency of light absorption at 

different wavelengths defined 

by the value of BC MAC

BC from Gas Flaring

▪ BC emissions from high-latitude flaring have 

disproportionate effect on the climate2

▪ No targeted studies of flare BC MAC exist

▪ BC MAC is generally assumed to be constant across 

sources despite distinct combustion conditions

▪ One field-estimate3 of flare BC MAC was > 2x larger 

than generally-accepted values

• Authors could not reconcile their observations

Studied flare gas 

compositions are derived 

from globally-representative 

and industry-relevant data 

acquired in the field

Flared gas in Alberta is

typically much lighter 

(smaller higher heating value) 

than other jurisdictions.  

This suggests low relative 

emissions of BC per volume 

of flare gas4

Laboratory Measurements

▪ First targeted measurements of flare 

BC MAC performed at the Carleton 

University Flare Facility (CUFF)

▪ Flares of up to ~3 m in length burning 

fuel mixtures of up to 9 components 

were created from burners of 38.1 

(1.5″) to 76.2 mm (3″) in diameter

▪ Combustion products captured and 

forwarded to two key instruments

1. 3-wavelength photoacoustic soot 

spectrometer (PASS3) for BC absorption

2. Thermal-optical carbon analyzer (OCEC) 

for BC mass

▪ Ratio of absorption to BC mass 

directly yields flare BC MAC

Spectrally-resolved flare BC 

MAC at the CUFF is 

computed via photoacoustic 

measurement of absorption 

(PASS3) and thermal-optical 

measurement of carbon 

mass (OCEC)

Key Conclusions / Implications

▪ Flare BC MAC varies beyond 

measurement uncertainties

▪ Flare BC MAC is predictable with 

knowledge of gas composition and rate

▪ Climate effect of flare BC is likely under-

estimated at present

▪ Flare BC emissions in Alberta are perhaps 

more strongly absorbing than other 

jurisdictions, but likely lower emitting
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Flare BC MAC Sensitivity

• Gas composition has a notable 

effect on flare BC MAC over the 

tested range

• Studied compositions span 

those expected within the up-

and downstream industries

• Flow rate has a stronger effect 

on flare BC MAC, implying a 

flame length dependence

• Flow rates observed in field-

work can exceed tested range 

by > 2 orders of magnitude

Data for different fuels 

obtained from 50.8 mm 

burner at 156 SLPM

Data for 

different flow 

and burner 

diameters 

using “median” 

composition 

from Alberta

Flare BC MAC Predictive Model

▪ Global predictive model derived for 

flare BC MAC as function of 𝜆, Λ

▪ Relative RMS error is less than 5% for 

all experimental conditions

▪ Asymptotic at low Λ implies currently-

employed flare BC MAC is low – i.e., 

climate effect is underestimated

▪ Model suggests that Alberta flare BC is 

more absorbing than other locations

▪ Distinct increase in flare BC MAC with a 

predictive scaling parameter, Λ:

Λ =
ሶ𝑉𝐻𝐻𝑉𝑉

𝜎𝑇𝑎𝑑
4 𝐿𝑣

2 ∙
1

𝐶𝐻𝑅

Low Λ corresponds to small 

flames and / or heavy fuels 

(most laboratory studies)

High Λ corresponds to large 

flames and / or lighter fuels 

(conditions unique to gas 

flaring)

At low Λ, predictive model 

agrees well with generally-

accepted literature values
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